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well i tried freefalcon for the first time with some 7 months old laptop (2 gb ram) and it is just impossible to fly. i must say the demo is a very sharp package. the graphics are cfs2-ish and the freeflight game is, well freeflocked. and then there is a weird
bug in one of the campaigns like when you put a plane in a spin it stops at the end of the spin and it is just embarrassing for a game like this. i got really mean and it froze my game every time i had an engine failure. i don't really understand how this

stuff works as the first time i was also limited by the ram size. i am wondering if i can do some patches to fix it and convert it somehow to a linux-based vfs where it won't be a problem anymore. i contacted the developer but he seems not to be
interested. so what i really need is first to fly with a laptop that has at least 3 gb of ram. would this be an alternative that anyone can offer me? by the way, my laptop is.. i am interested in the free flight sim, do you know when it is going to be available?
do you get a free upgrade from the demo to the full version? what is the maximum number of total players that the free version supports? hi, i got a i720, seems to be the only one on the market. any ideas on what i can do with the plane? i can't seem
to be able to access any kind of configuration mode. i have followed all the instructions for activating the "jms provider 3d and the pointing device for windows vista" since the plane will not fly, and it still will not fly. i am talking with the seller on how to

get it running since they can't figure it out either.
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i bought combat flight simulator ww2
europe series, i installed it, played a

little bit, but i installed the manual for
the cfs3 game, in the manual it says i

have to install this manual to play cfs3,
so, i did, and i installed the manual for

the game, i did all that, but when i
started the game, it was a black screen,

and i couldn't see anything, i couldn't
use the keyboard, and i couldn't do
anything, i could only go back to the

main menu. i tried to put the "manual"
for cfs3 game as a cd, but the same
thing happened, and i had a lot of
problems, and i stopped playing, i

wanted to continue playing, but it was a
black screen. please help me! i don't

know what to do. i am a school teacher
in a rural area. i have wanted to play cfs
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since i got my first computer almost 3
years ago. i bought the game because i
heard it was the best simulation of wwii

combat. i was hoping that the game
would give me the thrill of the most

famous battles of wwii. i was wrong. i
was not amazed by the game at all. i did

not find the kind of battle that i
expected. i was disappointed. i thought

that i would be flying over the north
atlantic, bombing the german

homeland, strafing german ships, and
putting the fear of god into the nazis.
instead, i was flying over the pacific

ocean, shooting at japanese cities, and
putting the fear of god into the

japanese. i did not enjoy the game one
bit. after a couple of hours of flying, i
quit. i don't see what all the fuss is

about. i have more fun playing the game
that i do in real life. i have been flying

for almost 5 months now with the flight
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simulator series. i was having a great
time until i purchased combat flight

simulator. i went to a big corporation
and asked them for a plane and a

joystick. i bought the joystick and got
the cd and when i went to install it, i
couldn't find any joysticks. i tried to
install the cd again and again and

couldn't find any joysticks. when i called
microsoft they said that my joystick is

the old one. when i contacted microsoft
they said to contact you. i contacted you

and you suggested to contact them
again. i contacted them again and they
said the problem is with the joystick and

asked me to send my joystick back to
them. but i have not received it yet.
after 5 months of flying, i purchased

combat flight simulator only to find that
i can't fly with it. so i bought a new

joystick and it worked fine but the game
is a big disappointment. i cannot fly at
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all with this joystick. i should have
known this was going to happen. there
was no joystick included with this cd. i
have already contacted microsoft and

they are not responsible for the joystick
problem. so, i got a new joystick and it

works fine. 5ec8ef588b
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